ABOUT
Rabwah Times (ISSN No. 2415-5616) is an
independent digital news publication which
has delivered top quality news, opinion, and
analysis for over a decade. It was founded in
2006 by Ehsan Rehan, who has served as the
editor-in-chief of the publication since then.
Rabwah Times started from Chenab Nagar,
Pakistan, a small city of just over 90,000
residents. The city only had one religious
periodical and no independent newspapers.
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OUR WORK
OBJECTIVE

Independent media has suffered severe pressure in countries like Pakistan, Iran &
Afghanistan due to oppressive regimes and the religious right. Rabwah Times
plans to empower young individuals from minority communities through civic
journalism. We will use credible on the ground sources embedded within these
communities to produce factual news and digital content which will be published
on our website and shared on social media. The website will also connect the city
of Rabwah, its residents and the business community through information and
idea sharing. It will use graphics, images, videos, website and social media to
reach among other minority communities in Pakistan and beyond. We will also
enhance existing online marketing strategies and expand on them.

GOALS

The Free Press has an inherent responsibility to communicate important
information to its citizens / readers in a timely and consistent manner. Publishing
an independent newspaper enables residents to establish public awareness
about the city, community and the issues faced by its residents. The newspaper
will act as a tool for communicating vital and timely information from not only
local areas but also report on National & International issues including Business,
politics, Sports, Arts, Culture, Events, Technology & Travel. The initiative will
cultivate an engaged community which can develop and organize itself on an
international scale through social media and make an impact on issues that
matter to the community.

OUR REACH
CONTINUES TO GROW

STATISTICS

REPORTING

OUR REPORTING HAS BEEN USED BY MAJOR MEDIA OUTLETS INCLUDING

REPORTING
REFERENCED BY DOZENS OF INTERNATIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS & GOVERNMENTS

